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World News For
Collegians
By Dan Stelble, Jr.'

JUNIORS!!
Attend Your Stag Party
AULD LANG SYNE
$1.00 Per Person
Blair and Montgomery Rd.

VOL. XIX.

Juniors Select
Auld Lang Syne
For Stag Party
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CINCINN1'TI, OHIO, THURSDAY, JANUARY 11, 1934
GRAND SLAM·

.Xavier Aid Dies

PromToBeHeld
February 2nd In
Reading Room

THEY'LL SHOW 'EM

'O)lAHA.' NJCB.-A reeent innovation
at Crel.rbton VnlverHlt)' empowered the
m•n to tnke 1•ern.ck11" at the co.. ed•, and
VfC?e-o'\'erMu, Now they lmve (:Ontblned
11nd tho MlHdflnt body Ufl " whole l• ha.vhlJC ltH "er1i.ck' 1 at the fQ.CUlty, Oplnlona
llre m1Lny and dh·erse;
1t
' One ttenlor'H opinion: "Here llnd tl1ere
I han·e come ueroHN thoHe who wtore Hot
made to he te1M!herN •• , nlnu>Mt the entire fuculty Jtt lrlHh.
·
A Hnnhoinore defend1t t11e faculty:
• , , tho fucult,.- nteniherH know. wlmt
the)· are te1uihhtK' • , ."
A J.'reKhm11n'11 ldpn.: "ltamy on the
tucull)· do not gh·e en0111irh com1hler11tlon to the fRCt thnt the Ntndenh muNt
divide their thntt umong nuut)" Ht1hJeutH
"-not ono, ruunely· the one the:t• tl'UCJh,u

w•:HHTER

GROVE,

UO.-In

Ml•·

Houri, llt \\'ebMter ColleJrf', thllt W«'llknown tichnol fur the 11,lr Hex, then! IR

n. mn\·e111eut ttfoot which It It IH '" MUeUnited States
.eeMH, nany 11rec1t1ltl•te tL mJgrotlon of
11111le 1i1t111JtmtH from their own Altnn
Labor
}!11tler1t to the \\'eb1i1ter l!lllHPUH,
Uncle Sam, in his· efforts to stimTim 1110\'ement In c1UeHtlon IH knuwu
us "l'retty \\'eek," nntl lt1i1 Ktittl IH ••to
ulate industry, is making use of a
n111ke the worhl n. lu,·ller 11lnee In which
large number of polls to determine
to lh•e," 1111d ltH me1nherH ure to be
Committee Will Announce
what John Q. Consumer wants and Small Fee To Include Beer,
'°\'IHIUllH of dellxht."
1'hlH will be uccompllMhed b)' udornwill buy. These polls will learn
lnK" the \ll't'MOll wlth eurrhtK"M, 11t.'i~kluceM1
Sandwiches
and
Smokes;
Orchestra Next h s u c ;
everything from the number who
b1Llr-rlbbon bowH, nrul whnt not. No
h1entlun WllM mncle, hoWC\'er, nM to
would buy a $700 airplane to the
All
Juniors
Invited.
Moelleriug Is Chairman
whether they would r.1111y the Mtyle of
time you require to get to work, and·
:j
their Atrlenn "MIHtl•rH" who wear rlngN
111 their HOMO and IHUICM In tln•lr h1tlr.
, _ _ _ _ _ ___, :!
whether you want a simplified time
"lie 11retty If lt kllltt you," h1 the eumtable or the abolition of tipping. In . The Junior Class will hold its first
The outstanding .social event of
puJwn Nlog1m.
this New Deal does he want a new social event of the,11ear-a stag parthe season, the Junior Promenade,
hand or just ·four cards?
ty-Friday night, Janu11ry 12.
will take place in the Mary G. Lodge
Reading Room on Friday evening
The Press
Auld Lang Syne, 'f or mer l y
February 2, according to . an anContemporary .,journalism was Schmiesing's, located at . Blair and
nouncement made by Walter Moelsubjected to a critical three.:day ex- Montgomery Ave~ue, will be. the
lering, chairman of the committee.
amination in Chicago·· liist · week scene of the affair. A committee
As yet, an orchestra has not been
when representatives of 25· colleges head~d by. ~ ohn Monahan has been
selected, but the men in charge have
met with members of American As- workmg diligently to make the parbeen negotiating with several big
sociation of Schools and Departments ty a )Tlemorable one. .It has bee.n
names in the music world and expect
of Journalism and the American As- annou~ced that the _price for this
to
announce their choice in the next
sociation of Teachers of Journalism stag will be $1.~0, with twenty-five
By the death of Charles M. Biscay,
issue of the NEWS. Some of the
for their. annual convention. The cen.ts payable m, advance, the re- McCoy, Brink And Snyder on Dec. 22, 1933, Xavier University
bands
contacted thus far: Henry
relation of the press to· the New mam~er to be paid at the door, on
To Receive Scrolls For was deprived of a sincere and ener- Committee Of Three Mem• Busse, Bernie Cummins, Bob DenDeal, service to. the public, back- the ~1ght. of. the event.
ham, and others connected with the
getic helper. The faculty and stuground facts and good reporting, and
This will mclude all the refreshFaithful Work On. News. dent body of Xavier, bound closely hers Of New Staff Chos• Music Corporation of America.
the monopolistic characteristics of ments a~d smokes a student's heart
en
To
Assemble
Plans.
The library, traditional scene of
to him by the ties of friendship and
th~ newspaper business 'and 'its in- may d~s1re.
the dance, will be transformed by a
Raymond McCoy, John Brink, and gratitude cannot mourn his passing
fluence on public opinion were disEntertainment will be provided by
"The Press Club is here ... and professional decorator into a beauticussed. For complete details see the students themselves in the form John Snyder, retired members of the too greatly.
ful balh·oom where the atmosphere
Xaverian News, will receive in a
"Editor and Publisher" for Dec. 30, of comedy relief, quartet, etc.
here to stay. Make it a living or- will be one of gay revelry instead of
few days scrolls as a token of apganization, a live-wire publicity unit serious study,
1933.
(
preciation from the News for their
and success is inevitable." Thus
The committee, consisting of WalBudget
work on this publication. The initspoke Mr. Cliff Lange, editor in chief ter Moellering, Tom Schmidt, Jules
President Roosevelt's estimate of
iation of this custom was announced
of the News in his address before Fern, Fred Clemens, and George
the public debt at $29,847,000,000 at
at the banquet of the NEWS held
the members ·of his staff, at· their Elder, is making every effort to asthe close of the current year, which
in Elet Hall Cafeteria Monday evebanquet, Monday evening,
sure the students that this year's
aroused so much concern in Congre~s
ning.
And a live wire organization it shall prom will be the best ever held at
and throughout the country, does
Another feature of the banquet
be, as it was unanimously agreed by th'
h 001 M
'd
· th
not appear so large when compared
all present. Then to set the proverIS SC
•
any new i cas m e
was the appointment of a commitway of music, entertainment, and
to that of 'other world· powers. If
tee, composed of Robert Helmick,
bial boat a'sailin M~. Lange issued a decoration are being considered and
broken down to a per capita basis,
Daniel Steible, and Larry McQuaide,
summons for volunteers, who were those in charge report that the dance
which is $245, the comparison is
to draw up resolutions of sympathy
to act in the official capacity of will come up to the highest expectaeven more favorable to the United Protests And Difficulties to be presented to the family of Sack Leads In Points; members of the Committee for Press tions of all who attend.
States as between Great Britain and
Biscay.
Ohio University Next On Club Organization. Their duties as The tickets, which are priced at
To Be Ironed Ont By Charles
France.
The toastmaster, Cliff Lange, instressed by the editor, are to assem- $4.00, may be secured beginning next
Musketeer Schedule
China
troduced
the
speakers
of
the
'eveble definite plans and ideas which week from any member of the JunBoard · Of Arbitration.
are to serve as the foundation of this ior Class.
ning, the Reverend Father SloctemyNanking forces have been gaining
er, president of the university, and
undertaking.
The Prom is an annual event that
a little in rebellious Fukien PrdDrug stores throughout the city Father Steiner, publication modera- . That tilt with Centre College basThe committee is composed of Mr. is eagerly awaited by all students. It
vince, although up to this time they
keteers Tuesday night in· the Frank Reilley, a junior and Messrs. is traditionally held in the library
will
probably
do
a
profitable
busitor,
Robert
Helmick,
and
Raymond
have been fighting not the real reFieldhouse proved to be just another
bels, but what is termed a Commun- ness in arnica and liniment now that McCoy. Each speaker stressed the practice ses~ion for the Xavier court Charles F. McDowell and James E. which is decorated in a way befitting
ist army. Part of Nanking~s plan is intramural basketball has started point, a well founded one, that pub- squad. · The Musketeers breezed to Shaw. Both are sophomore staff such an outstanding event. It is on
this occasion that the students forto cover the Fukien coast with its this week at Xavier. Weary backs lication work is the most beneficial a 59-13 ,v\ctory and chalked up their member.s.
Numerous ideas were advanced at mally bid adieu to the· seniors in
navy, while the landing troops at- and sore muscles will call, no doubt, extra curricular activity both to the third consecutive victory in as many
the meeting, the most outstanding whose honor the dance is given.
tack the rebels from the flank. This for some soothing balm as approxi- participant and to the university,
starts.
.
The membe;s of the· committee- of .which .was presented .by Rev.
If precedents are set with· the -~---- .-- · - .
will ·be·dangerous ·for foreigners in mately. sixty-1_!.ve. athletes. complete
High-scoring honors were carried
Changchow and Foochow. British first round contests in Kenny Jor- same frequency during the coming off by the speedy Leo Sack, dimin- Hugo Sloctemyer namely to extend assured the NEWS that they intend
·
the membership in the organization to make every effort to assure all
months, the NEWS should fulfill J;)dand Americans are now evacuating dan's circuit.
Games are to be played every itor Lange's prophecy that it will be utive forward, who bagged 20 points. to the entire student body, It Is of who attend a very pleasant evening.
this territory, while a condition of
In addition, Leo played a bang-up utmost importance, said he, that the They also wished to make clear that
Tuesday,
Wednesday,
.and
Thursday
the
most
interesting
college
publicainformal neutrality is being maingame on the defense, hanging on to entire student body be permitted to the fact that the dance is to be on
tained along the coast, where for- afternoons. Team captains are re- tion in the state.
the Colonel guards like a chunk of share In the benefits of the organ!, the campus will in no way detract
quested to keep their· men well-ineigners are safe.
tar. John Wiethe and Hal Penning- zatlon.
from the festive atmosphere. It is
formed about the games, and to have
Roumanla
ton aided the Xavier cause with 24
a starting· line-up ready to play at
At the close of the meeting it was their belief that the students will be
points between them.
"Nicolas Titulescu sent in his res- the appointed hour.
announced that the date set for the more closely acquainted, making it
ignation as Foreign Minister early
initial meeting of this novel and more of an all-university affair than
Vacation Effects
Last year one hundred and twenty
last week, stating he did not wish five students derived benefit from
Tl}e effects of the long' lay-off dur- beneficial enterprise would be an- those dances held off campus.
to be connected with a government intramural activities, and many more
ing the Christmas holidays were ev- nounced in the News within a short
that cou,ld not repress a secret group are expected to participate this seaident. Bad passing, together with time. At this future meeting all FATHER PHEE SPEAKS
of anti-Semitic terrorists. Premier son.
·
general uncertainty and rough play, Xavier students, regardless whether
Constantine Angelescu was forced
Rules regarding protests and incropped out in the Musketeer attack. they are members of the Xavier ABOUT CHARACTER;
.;
out a day or so later, and was suc- ability to play have been posted, and
Some of the · Crowemen ·would do New.s o~· not, interested in this club EPSILON ZETA ALPHA
ceeded by George Tatarescu, who contestants are urged to acquaint
The Musketeer Band of Xavier well if they spent time in regaining are mv1ted to attend.
although a fine orator and a talented themselves with the regulations. Di- University will begin the new year their eyes for the hoop.
playwright, is a Liberal, which in rector Jordan has announced that he with a "bang" Friday evening,' at
Approach to the study of characOhio v. Threat
PLANS OF MARRYING ter is made by observing what a
Roumania means he is no liberal at will do ·his best to iron out any dif- the Sinton St.-Nicholas Hotel, when
On next Monday night the Xavier
all, but part of the Carol dictator- fl~ulties that may arise. A Board of it will be the guest of the Chevrolet
man does rather than what he says,
ANNOUNCED
BY
FISTER
quintet will meet opposition of more
ship. It would seem that trouble is Arbitration will settle disputes of Motor Car Gompany.
Rev. Martin J, Phce, S. J., professor
note when they engage the Bobcats
brewing here.
the more serious nature.
At the downtown hotel, Friday of
Friends of Victor Fister, former of biology at Xavier University, deOhio University in the Fieldhouse.
clared Monday night in speaking on
Cuba
Following are teams and their evening will be known to Cincin- The
Xaverian,
have
reported
that
he
has
'Cats are coached by Brandon
natiaos as "XAVIER NIGHT," with T. (Butch) Gl'Over, one of the fore- announced his engagement to Miss "The Psychology of Character," at
·'
Cuba again resumed her role as captains: . :
1
Cubs, J. Bressler; Braves, F. Shan- the Musketeer Band being featured. most court mentors in the country:
Mary McHugh of Northside. After the Hotel Gibson.
the chief news source of Hispanic
Professor Phee spoke before the
America, though dispatches are a bit non; Reds, M. Richmond; Senators, College songs are 'to be presented by The Athens, Ohio team are co- their marriage they will make their
combined chapters of the Epsilon
vague. Fulgencio; Batista, the Ser- C. Barrett; Tigers, Middendorf; Red the musical unit during the course champions of the Buckeye Confer- home in Lexington, Ky.
Both were students at the down- Zeta Alpha National Educational
geant who became head of Cuba's Sox, P. Barrett; Athletics, A. Kovacs of the evening, and the concert is to ence, sharing the honors with Wittown night university.
Sorority.
be broadcast.
military forces, was rep.orted mak- and White Sox, G. Moeller.
tenberg.
ing mysterious moves about the
Heading the big Green attack is
island, and also inqufring about a
the sensational Bernie "Beans" Behaven of safety in Mexico should he
rens, six foot four and three-quarter
find it best for bis health to leave.
inch pivot master, who hung up a
It was also rumored that his officers
new scoring record in the Buckeye
have demanded that he get the army
circuit last year, averaging 14'h
out of politics, and vice versa. Prespoints each game.
·
ident Ramon San Martin announced
Chattanooga U. Placed
that would be called .. for April 22.
By Charles McDowell
Hennegan.
By Jonathan Swift, Jr.
stand before Automatic Copy ComCoach Clem Crowe will spend
Perhaps there will be another "open
Information received from the
The . business managers - those
Thomas Edison, during his early piler and concentrate on the sub·
some time this week mapping out
d
b
d
1
season" and bullets will be used in
ject which he wishes to have com•
manhood
on
the
railroad,
invented
place of ballots.
Ohio College Newspaper Association eep- rowe gent emen who worry a defense to stop Berens' scoring
and statistics compiled from the over finances-average 21 years in proclivities, and smoothing out the a telegraph instrument which auto- piled by the machine for him. Upon
insertion
of coin or slug an unseen
France
Xavier Bureau of Statistics, several age; stand 5' 10"; and weigh 151 rough spots in the Xavier attack.
matically answered his superior, the
The French began the new year Interesting facts concerning the head pounds, as an average.
There is
chief dispatcher, thereby enabling "electrical eye" is automatically
The
University
of
Chattanooga
with great well-being, but not with scribes of Ohio Collegiate Sheets quite a similarity in these figures
the inventor to sleep on his job or turned on which focuses its mechangreat hopes fo'r the future. Strong have been unfalteringly revealed:
and those of the editors. Some say has been added to the Musketeer to work on some other invention ical retina on the forehead of the
court
schedule,
coming
to
Memorial
behind their armaments, the French
The average age· fo~ editors is 21 the environment causes this. Our Fieldhouse on Friday, January 19. which was then bothering the life coin inserter.
In less than one-fifth the time it
are somewhat isolated diplomatical- years.
business manager measures up to
The game with Georgetown College, out of him until he had it perfected.
ly, not daring to leave the gold
Most of the tyrants stand 5' 11" these figures very closely. The scheduled tentatively for February In this incident it was a case of lazi- would take a copy writer to type
out
the same amount of copy, this
standard, and suftering from high (minus wool socks.)
smallest business manager ls from 5, has been dropped.
ness, combined with inventive enproduction costs and a declining exThe average weight is 145 pounds. the "Campus Weekly" at Toledo,
thusiasm, that mothered invention. astounding machine silently drops
The line-ups:
port trade.
Late last week the (Worry accounts for the lack ·of Ohio: 5' 6'h'', 130 pounds. The largAnother ' example of laziness, through the slot in the bottom of the
scandal of a gyp bank at Bayonne weight.)'
est hails from Hiram College and
XAVIERF.G.F.T.T.P. minus though an inventive enthusi- box the desired copy. One of the inr
was connected with the. Chautemps
Brown hair is predominant aniong stands 6' 2¥.i" and weighs 162 Sack, f., .......................... 10 O 20 asm giving birth to an invention, has teresting and amazing things about
Cabinet. -Joseph Garat, French Dep- the moguls.
. .
pounds. The number of wrinkles in Pennington, .f., (C.) .... 4 2 10 come to our notice in the office of this sensational invention is that evuty and Mayor of Bayonne, was arNow let's burrow into some Inner the brow cannot be figured accurate- Jordon, c. (C.) .........:.. 3 0
'6 the Xaverian News on the second ery piece of copy that has come from
rcsted on charge of complicity, as secrets. Ray McCoy, our retired ed· ly because our wrinkly meter ls un- Wiethe, g., .................... 6 2 14 floor of the Biology Building. This it has been found perfectly correct
4 invention, according to many others in grammar, in punctuation, in the
Premier Chautemps prepared to of- ltor, was the smallest. editor In the dergoing repairs. (Ed's Note: Yes, Sweeney, g., ...............:.. 2 ·0
McCreary, g., ................ 0 O
O besides the writer who have viewed specifically desired journalistic style
fer the resignation of his entire Cab- •state last year, standing only 5' 6¥.i" Mac.).
.
2 it, will, when put on the market, and in the coin-inserters personal
Our new editor, Cliff (e) Lang (e) McKenna, f., .................. 1 0
iriet. Garat was head of the Bay- and pushing the needle up to 130
3 revolutionize the journalistic world. way of matter approach.
onne pawnshops founded by Serge pounds. The editor of the Kent -the "e"s are pronounced in schools Coleman, g., ':................. 1 1
0 It is not in a joking sort of way that . Every invention . since the beginStavisky, whose disappearance on Stater. was the largest man to lean for" ladies and girls-slightly resem- McKibben, c., ...:..... :...... 0 O
0 the writer is relating this. This in- ning of time has had some motive
Dec. 25, blew up some $50,000,000 on the mahogany, weighing 175 bles Ray' McCoy according to statis- Murphy, f., .................... 0 O
Sander,
g.,
...
,................
0
0
0
worth of fake corporations, insur- pounds and pushing his pate up to tics. He was-at the time of writing
vention, . the inventor of which behind it. According to the inventor
ance companies, and the life savings 6' 1".
· 5' 6" and weighs 135 pounds. He is
wishes, because of an abashed per- of this machine he invented it for
Totals :................. 27 5 59 sonality, to remain incognito, has the common good of mankind and
of many French peasants. On.Jan.
And this is bad news for those not quite up to standard in figures
8, Stavisky· was found living in' one ·with fiery locks who have editorial but he is going to publish the best
C~NTRE-:F.G. F.T. T.P. been named, for the time being, The the personal welfare of the thousand
of members of the journalistic field.
room of a villa in the French Alps. aspirations, for only one red head Ohio College newspaper, so we say. Jones, f., .. :..................... 0 0
0 Automatic Copy Compiler.
Quoting the originator of the AuWhen police broke in, he shot him- ran a newspaper this past year. But
So "mah frands," if you wish to Bartlett, f., .................... . 1 1
3
This amazing invention is a sheet
1
tomatic
Copy Compiler: "Many,
self. ln·the head and died the follow-. Jim Moriarity isn't sore.
be an editor or a business manager Hawthorne, c., ............ 1 O
2 metal box, about the. size and shape
many
times I have been in that sort
Ing morning. The French newspa- . Now for the shock, or call It what and having these statistics in your Kidd,g., ........................ 0 4
4 of a paper towel holder, with a slot
0 in the rear bottom of it. ' In the of a humor which almost· held my
"pers, Le. Temi>s and La Liberte, were you will. Two, (2) (II) women held private recluse you can adjust your- Ensminger, g., .............. 0 0
2 lower, right-hand corner of the me- fingers stiff and prevented me from
. calllng for a shake up of the govern- the reigns 'last year. on their Alma self accordingly. So when the time Branham, f., :................. 1 0
2 tal box .ls a slot In which coins or, turning-or churning-out copy. l'v•~
.ment. It ls ·expected that Chau- Mater's dispatch. The fair sex were comes for a change in drivers step Converse, g., ................ 1 · 0
temps will be asked to reform the slowly, but surely, creeping Into a right up and ofter your services, If
as one member of the News staft often sat through the smoking of
Totals .................. .4 5 13 . jestingly said, beer slugs may be in- three cigarettes, ·one pipe full of to·
Government ml!ius the name of'Al· gentleman's (?) ·pursuit. One of you are rejected see your scribe and
bert>Dalimier, Minister of Colonies, these editresses is from the neigh- I you will be compensated for your
Referee-Ed. Kreuck. Umplre- serted. Before a coin (or slug) is bacco, a walk down the hall and
machine-made copy need merely
' (pontinued
PaJe 4)
boring University of Cincinnati, Jean . time and effort. Believe me!
Wlnt Moeller.
(Continued on P.~1e 4?.
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News Staff Has ~l
First Banquet; ·
Prexy Speaks\

Publicity C 111 b
To Be Organized
Plans Discussed

• H00pmen
.Xavter
• d w•in; I
T a k e ThIr
•Beat DanVI•11•tans

Intramural Fives
Clash In Kenny
Jordan's Circuit

Musketeer Band
Invited To Play
At. Sinton Friday

!

--~--------~-==-·=-"====

Dimensions Of Editors J)iscussed;
Former 'X' Head Sm~llest In State

on

News Copy Made To Oi·der By Aid
Of New Invention; Staff Happy

. i
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the Holy. Eucharist: Attendance
during· Forty. Hours devotion, stated
Fr. Steiner, was one of the best
means of cultivating a devotion for
the Blessed Sacrament.

"Don't Give Youi· Right Name .Pliz!"
O. B. Schott Will Attend To That
By Otto B. Schott
This doesn't concern Xavier or
any Xaverians but we thought you'd
like to hear it. We were down town
one Sunday morning ver' ver' late,•
sitting in a restaurant on Walnut St.,
dinking coffee. From out of the quiet
of the early Sabbath morning came
the sound of the siren as the flying
squad sped down Walnut St. · A man
about 28 sitting at the next table
jumped up as soon as he heard the
siren and, yelled out: "Here it comes,
don't give your right name."
As soon as he realized his mistake
he embm-rassingly sat down and hid
behind the funny paper.

they saw resembled Texas Tom and
Tony Bacigaloopa fighting for the
deciding fall in a championsliip
wrestling match.
The other .members of the Noose
Staffy are afraid to ask, but we
aren't. Is there a true Xaverian
who has an extra calendar that they
don't want. One with big numbers
and a nice picshure on it? If so,
send it to the office, and· we'll use it.
The Swiss S. P. C. A. have started a campaign among their country
men with the following sloogan: "Be
kind to ·your goat."

And this is one we heard in the
Have you any good similes laying
cafeteria not so long ago: "Give me about? If so-providing you don't
a snarzle of cafiein juice and go easy want them-send them in to us. We
on the bovine." The man evidently always can make use of them. Here
meant that he wanted a cup of is the latest one that was given to
Pele's coffee and very little cream us: As ill-treated as a taxi-cab drivwas to be put in it.
. er's ston:rnche.

I

Find the moral: Ha, ha. He's
In our mass of correspondence we
counting his eggs before he bought found in one of the letters that a gal
his chickens.
by the name of Louie, out in St.
Louis, "ummmh . . . ummmhed"
Jcffre, the ole Lothario, is at it when she saw Linfert's and Shaw's
again. Here is a copy of a letter pictures in this steady sheet.
sent by a female admirer to Jack
They were taken· over by the
after the f. a. had heard him sing:
cleaners: Profumo & Jordan, Inc.
"Dear !\Ir. Jeffery,
I have just been listening to your·
Why not? It'll give some more
wonderful broadcast. I think your
voice is wonderful. You have the men work. It'll show our patriotmost devine personality in · your ism. It'll ease that Saturday rush.
How about a 90% loan from Washsinging. I just can't resist it.
I sit listening to you and try to ington, D. c., to build that much
imagine you are holding me tight in debated swimming pool for Xavier?
your arms singing sweet love songs Then Phil Bucklew would be able
to have his pet goldfish close at
in my ear.
I am nineteen years old, a blond hand instead of boarding it out at a
with blue eyes and my friends say neighboring fish pond.
I am very attractive. Do you think
you could sing "Sweet Sue" for me
Franklin P, AdalDB
some Thursday night broadcast.
(An Appreciation)
Your faithful listener,
When I ftr•t came to collese
I didn't expect all Horts or knowledae.
Just Sue.
NMer expeetlns to ftn4 ln Latin
P. S.: This is the first letter I ever F.
P. A.'s chucklln1r pocm1,
wrote.' 1
(Piiz note: F. P. A. lh·es In Manhattln.)
As to the P. S., the gal shouldn't In my dry, ela.Hlo tome1,
Now the prof'• back I'm pattln'• ·
have brought that up.
Why is it that the telephone num·
ber for Elet Hall isn't in the direc•
tory?
Lois'll see this because she is on
the mailing list:
.... Coleman: (In front seat) Ah, you
girls are all alike. You kiss boys
the first time you go out with them.
Lois: No we· don't. This is the
first time that Micky, sitting in the
back there, was ever out with Mon·
nie (Farrel) and look at them.
The two looked back and what

Staff OfVeterans
Named By Lange
First Issue Out

For no more do I cnH and fasl
And, with my Inky hand, my hair, maH1
F, P. A. Is now put In the toasue Latia

And on his humor I'll fatten.
The "A" claH I 1oon would er.ah

If, beslde11 tennl1 player F. P. A.
proleHor would ftnd ·a way

All Ppsitions Filled By Vet•
eran Writers; Large
Turnout Of Cubs Tried
With this issue, the Xaverian News
continues its work of furnishing the
students with news of the campus
under a new staff, appointed by Cliff
•
Lange, ediior-in-Chief.
The staff is made up, one hundred
percent, of veteran writers. The position of Managing Editor, held last
year by Lange, has b~en discarded
and its place has been taken by the
position of Associate Editor. Paul
Barrett; Sports Editor for the past
year and a half, has been promoted
to this position.
Three News Editors have been appointed;. James Moriarity, Joseph
Link, Jr., and George Trenn. These
three staffmen in view of their experience should capably fill these
offices. The News had no News Editors last year, as the men in these
positions were known as Associate
Editors.
Frank Reilly will handle the exchanges which will be "dressed up"
more than has been the custom.
Eugene Ryan and Robert Efkerman
will take care of the headlines.
Tom McDonough, a veteran sports
reporter, has been made Sports Editor: His chief assistant will be
George Spitzmiller who has also
covered sports for the NEWS.
Features will be added by Richard
Kearney and Charles McDowell. Dan
Steible will weekly· write the front
page Inside Out.
The reporters staff consists entirely of trained men but several cubs
wi!l be initiated in the coming
weeks. Applications for these positions have been tecelved and many
already chosen.

~IJ"

Not So Dumb
At Northwestern the co-eds who
And now the Married Men's ('s or promised to remain faithful to their
s'?) Club will realistically sing, loves who live. far away have or"Carry Your Cross With A. Smile." ;ganized and will refuse all dates
;with university. students. So far the
And last and least of all, , Jeffre :group has grown to three members.
(noted crooner), contrary to all underhand, undervoiced whisperings,
still goes to classes here.
To let me tran1late al10 Osden Na1h.

Bucouc. sTuDE's PET I:·:
BOVINE FEATURES THE [I~
BUMKIN CORNER NEWS 1'1'1•1
··
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"Beauty", John Roach's pet cow, is
expecting a sanctified occurrence
within the next few days.. Roach is
at present laying in a store of' cigars
which he will pass out as soon as
the proper time arrives. ·
"Beauty" has long been a favo~ite
of John's end it· is said that she inspired many of his ·best columns.
(You must know that he wrote under the nom de plume, Reginal
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Wilberton
Wapocise.)
The Corn·
Cob Club of the corner ••••.•
store is at present making bets concerning the occurrence. It has been
reported to us that the calf will be
named Betty Lee if such name
should fit tl:ie occasion. Otherwise
our editor in chief shall be honored,
and it will be named Cliffsy. '

H•t•••H••••H•• ••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••H

•

our

'Cole' .Winging's
Nose Is News So
New~ Finds Out
Nasal Append~ge Given I
The Works, By Doctor;
Varsity Tackle Returns
Yowsah boys!
The "Kalntuck
Kernel" Cole Wilging is no longer
Durante's competition. He's now in
the Clark Gable class.
This graduation was due to a successful nasal operation he underwent
at the Good Samaritan Hospital, last
Friday a week. Cole's appearance
was changed to such an extent that
he is practically looked upon as a
new student.
·
The lanky, lean and lovable (?)
Musketeer football star was troubled
with his proboscis ever since he had
it broken five (5) times In one (1)
year while playing Freshman football. However those minor accidents
did not affect his playing, on the varsity for the past three (3) seasons.
Cole was dismissed from the hos·
pital last Sunday and is now convalescing at home. Within the next
few days Wilging will again be seen
on the Cainpus with a big smile but
minus his big schnozzle. .

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•

well fortified for this activity this
season, having not only several men
remaining from the 1932 season but
also many prospects who have never
before represented Xavier.
John Brink, Edward Doering, Raymond McCoy, Englebert Koester,
Robert Ryan, and Richard Kearney
were debaters last season. George
Linfert, John Brockman, Robert
Helmick,
and James Shaw, finalists
McCoy, Brink, And Doer· in this year's
contest, are also strong
candidates
for this team which will
ing Will l\fake First Trip.
comprise twelve members.
Three Opponents Named Father Manning has been negotiating with Notre Dame University
and Dayton University in an effort
A busy schedule has been provid· to secure future contests.
ed for the Debating Club by Rev.
Robert E. Manning, S. J., moderator.
He has arranged to have a team
composed of Raymond McCoy, Ed·
ward Doering and John Brink to go
on a tour that will take them to St.
John's University, Toledo; Michigan
State University, Lansing; and the
University of Detroit, Detroit, on
January 16, 17, and 19, respectively.
The topic will deal with the
"Powers of the President be substan·
Juniors and Seniors were addresstially increased as a settled policy" ed Wednesday morning during their
which is the same as discussed by Chapel period by C. J. Steiner, S. J.,
the Verkamp Debaters and will be campus moderator.
by Phi Kappa Lambda this year.
Father Steiner during his talk
The announcement of the debating stressed the benefits , derived from
team will be made soon. Xavier is continual and consistent devotion to

Interscho I as tic
Debate Schedule
Being Arranged

;Holy Eucharist
Devotion Urged ·
During -Chapel

SUNDAY
Dinner

/

Dancing

PAVILLON CAPRICE
6:30 to 9:30 Deluxe Dinner
NO COVER CHARGE

ART

KASSEL

and his "KASSELS IN THE AIR''
Supper Dancing as usual starting at 10
$1 per person, includes couvert and supper. Tax Extra.
Also .Music with Sunday Dinner in
the Restaurant Continentale 6 to 9
THEODORE HAHN Ensemble

NETHERLAND.PLAZA
Cincinnati's newest & finest hotel, Wm. 0; Seelbach; Mqr.
Direc~ed by National Hotel' Management Co,, Inc,, RAL~H HITZ, Pres.

\
(§) 1954, l1001'1'T & MYIU TOBACCO Co,
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draw the Jesuit schools closer toCouncil Decides ALUMNI LECTURES TO St•. Louis Added gether.
·Radio· "Mike" Mob Tendencies
The last time that St. Louis and
·
BEGIN JANUARY 28TH; ·
Xavier met, the Missourians were
Black Cat Dance ONLYTHREETOSPEAK To Next Season victory.
B y
on the very short end of a Xavier Is Blase, Says S h o w n
Both. teams have gained
momentum and reputations since
University Dean )University Men
lo Be April 13 ~!~~~n;:~e~~M~~~hy~~::ir!~~ Grid Schedule that date.
- - ·-

Other Matters To Be Acted
Upon Soon,·· Recreation
Room May Be Obtained.

of the Alumna Lecture series, that
the speakers and their subjects for
the 1934 Series have been chosen.
The series is limited to three
speakers this year due to the Alumni
sponsorship of professional lecturers
and because of the Xavier Conferences being held under the auspices
of the University.
The first talk will be given on
January 28, by Joseph S. Graydon,
Cincinnati attorney, widely known
as a classicist, who will Iecture on
"The Story of a Story of Troy." On
February 4, John Bunker, poet and
critic, wlll discuss "Behind the
Scenes with Artists and Poets." On
February 11, Rev. Thomas· A. Nolan,
S. J., professor of history on the
University faculty, will speak on
"Lincoln and the Civil War." ·

Powerful Detroit Titans
May Play At Cincinnati
With Xavier Next Year

Four dusty topics-last May's Boat
St. Louis University has been addRide, a recreation room, listing of
ed ·to the football schedule of the
honor points for Epsilon Xi Lambda,
Musketeers of 1934. With this addiand the Black Cat Dance-furnished
tion the schedule as it stands today
the business of the Student Council
includes St. Louis, Loyola, Washmeeting of last Thursday evening.
ington and Jefferson, Haskell, CenThe only definite decision reached
tre, Kenyon, and Transylvania.
· was the choosing of the date for the
This schedule is not quite as imBlack Cat Dance as April 13th inposing as the one completed by the
stead of the. original date selected,
Xavier gridders last fall but this
January '2th. The reason for this
fact is not due to any fear which
change according to the Dance ComCoach Joe Meyer might have of the
mittee, appointed early in Novemopposition. Meyer has approached
ber, was the lack of time for the
every university or college of any
necessary arrangements · for the
reputation in the East, South, or
function.
Middle West but has been rejected
almost unanimously.
Very little progress was reported
concerning the other three questions
Indiana University, defeated by
Xavier this past season, and Carwhich have been under consideranegie Tech, held •to a 3-0 s.!ore retion since October. The hopes for
fuse to return to Cincinnati unless
the recreation room, originally inthey are financially recompensed
tended for 'the winter months when
for their trouble. The two schools
it would be most useful, may be
have rejected offers almost double
realized in the near future.
what they received the past season
John Snyder, Host of the Mermaid
Bill Lambert, senior in the College and seem by their rejections to show
Tavern, ls the only organization official who has submitted a report of Liberal Arts, will not be able clearly that they do not wish to risk
concerning honor points for the Ep- to take the cast from his leg for at their reputation in the grid world by
playing a team of Xavier's size.
silon Xi Lambda Honorary Fratern- least a few more weeks.
The best prospect on which Joe
ity. The secretaries of all organizaThe
cast
is
protecting
a
broken
Meyer
is concentrating at the prestions have been approached.
ankle sustained in an accident dur- ent is Detroit University. Rumors
ing the early part of the Christmas have it that an announcement' wlll
vacation. Lambert is able to hobble be made in a few days concerning
around on. crutches which he does the negotiations. Detroit is a foe
who outclasses even Indiana and
not expect to discard for some days. Carnegie Tech· in the grid world.
The accident occurred at the end
The best cotnparative score avail·
of the Suspension bridge. Lambert, able was presented by the Detroitriding with a friend, Raymond Washington and Jefferson match
Adams, was just leaving the bridge which saw the Titans from Michigan
on the best end of a 14-0 score. Duwhen the car collided with a street
champion squad of Elmer
Science Students Urged To car coming in the opposite direction. quesne,
Layden, rated Detroit as its toughest
foe.
'.Adams
received
a
fractured
skull
Attend Meetings And Aid
If Detroit is added to the schedwhich confined him to a hospital for
two weeks. He recently was moved ule, Xavier will be playing three
Chemistry Classes
to his home and is showing improve- Jesuit opponents, Loyola, St. Louis,
ment.
·
and Detroit. Such action should
On Monday, Jan. 16, a meeting of
the Chemistry Club will be held in
the lecture room of the Biology
'Building. At this meeting there will
be several speakers including· a doctor from the University of Cincinnati Medical College. It has not as ,
yet been learned as to the topic of
. the doctor's talk. Also several students will speak on the advancement
of chemistry in the past several decades. .
.
.
At the last meeting many business
transactions were considered with
regard to the future functions of the
club. It was also decided that several trips to various industrial plants
(where chemistry ls involved· in the
various processes of production)
would be· taken in the near future.
A committee has made the necessary
. arrangements for these visits and
many interesting afternoons seem to
be in .store for the members of the
chemistry organization.
Also at the last meeting is was
unanimously decided that more students interested in chemistry and
science in general should attend
these meetings. Perhaps the Freshmen are not quite familiar with this
organization but regardless of their
knowledge of chemistry or their acquaintances with the chemistry department, they are cordially invited
to attend any assembly of the chemistry club in so far as the meeting
is open to the entire body of members. If any student desires information on this club he may ask any
Good tobaccos.,, real good tobaccos ... that's the reaupper classman who is a student of
son for Lucky Strike's fine, smooth quality. We use
chemistry and receive the full details of the meetings.
only the center leaves of the finest Turkish and domesAgain the members urge the stutic tobacco plants. Not the top leaves-because those
dents to attend the meeting Monday
evening as many interesting facts
are under~developed: Not the bottom leaves-because
will be discussed by men who unthose are inferior, in quality. We use only the center
" derstand the condition .. prevailing
today in the world of scien.ce.
leaves-because these are the mildest leaves-fully· ripe

HolidayDimmed
For Xavier Man
Due To Accident

'Chemistry Club
To Meet Monday
Eve For Lecture

Mentor's Devotion Is
Dick. Bray To Be But
Ste ad fast For Radio
Guest Artist On Broadcasting's Public
Sports Program theAkron,
0., Jan. 11.-You've heard
song-of course you haveSpeaker Is Former Xavier
Athlete; Is Prominent
Official In Mid-West.

"You're Blase"?
You've accused
people, not mentioning the sex, of
being blase? You've even said you
yourself felt blase at times?
But did you ever know that a
radio microphone. causes one to be
blase? No? Well, up at the University of Akron the Dean told a
reporter on the "Akron Buchtelite,"
the University's bi-weekly sheet,
that "You have no inspiration or encouragement" (i. e., talking before
a "mike") "to let you know if people are responding favorably to what
you are saying."
This doesn't seem to discourage
the Dean, for he has been broadcasting over the air waves now for more
than thirteen years. The mentor,
more truthful than most after dinner
speakers, admitted that on a recent
•rip through Europe he gave the
same speech over the radio more
than seventy-five times.
You're thinking, no doubt, that the
Dean at Akron University must be
an excellent linguist or that he travelled all over Europe but only talked at one radio station located in an
"English" speaking European nation.

Hal Pennington, Temporary Director of the Sports' Review which is
a weekly feature on the GUEST
ARTIST Program series presented
over WFBE each Thursday evening
from 9:30-10 p. m., EST., has announced that Dick Bray will be the
Guest Sportsman this evening.
Mr. Bray, former Xavier athlete,
is one of the most prominent athletic officials in the.middle-west, and
has been seen in action many times
at Xavier, not to mention the many
other college games at which he has
officiated.
According to Mr. Pennington, Mr.
Bray will relate a few interesting
stories concerning athletics; and will
endeavor to answer a few of the
many questions regarding sports that
were received by Hal at the studios.
The featured artists on these
weekly broadcasts constitute prinGod Delp Dim
cipally Xavier students, including
Jack Jeffre, soloist, Jack Egan,
At the University of Qhicago a
Thomas Long, Monte Farrell, Hal Freshman wrote on an examinaPennington, Woody Sander, Leonard tion paper, "Only God knows the
Gartner, and many other students.
answer to these questions." When
his paper was returned he found
Music for Breakfast
these words: "God gets an A! You
Ohio University has a brass quar- get an F."
tet that plays each, morning for 15
minutes previous to the 8 o'clock
Intelligence Preferred
class, from the steps of the library
Rutgers University seniors prefer
building. We would suggest that college women as their life mates
they have an orchestra and dancing according to a questionnaire at that
and have the students start oil' the school. The men probably want
day right. They could even have somebody in the family that knows
something. ·
beer, we don't care.

Catholic University In The
East Runs Amuck As Free
Fags Art~ Tossed Out
Washington, D. C., Jan. 11.-Mob
psychology has always been a subject of research and experimentation
and it has been found that a mob
will do things with the encouragement of their comrades that they
would not do in saner moments.
The mobs that followed the vagabond king 'to the disaster of Burgundy, the mobs that have always
led religious persecutions, have always made history, no matter how
ignominious. And now Catholic
University claims another mob of
modern times.
The incentive to this gathering was
the agent of a tobacco company who
decided to boost his brand by passing out packs of cigarettes on the
campus. Did he draw attention to
himself?
At first only a dozen or more students took any notice of him, and
these did not show any great quantity of interest. But his time had
come. A bell sounded! The multitude stopped for a moment to listen,
were persuaded by his mellow voice,
made that way by cigarettes, and
frenzied by his words they fell to
the task at hand. Furiously raged
the battle for the beloved packs. Jn
vain he exhorted them to use discretion but the mob psychology was
too strong. The last pack had scarcely been picked up when another bell
gonged. Again he was left with
scarcely a dozen uninterested students.
He probably reported to his company that college students would die
for a cigarette. It is not known if
that's exactly true, but 98 per cent
of them would burn their tongue for
a drag. Many others sugar-coat
their tongue for a drag of another
sort.

I

Luckies
THE TOBACCO

DOES.NOT SPILL OUT

for perfect smoking. Only .these choice tobaccos are
used to make Luckies-so round, so firm, so fully
packed-and no loose e'nds to spill out. That's
. why Luckies 'are always mild and smooth. That's
why always "Luckies please"~ And don't forget"lt' s toasted" -for throat protection-for finer taste.

·100 Per Ce·nt
Of Rostrum Men
Try .Orato~icals
·Each member of the Rostrum,
sophomore debating society, will
compete in. the preliminaries of the
Washington Oratorical contest. This
was decided· at the last meeting of
the club by a 1tnanimous vote of the
members. /
·
This society, little· known around
the campus, has as its primary object the furthering of the debating
powers among its members .. To train
the participants in all manner· of
speaking is another object.
·
Jatnes Shaw, president of the Ros' trum,. participated i!l the Washing. ton Oratorical finals· of last season
and the Verkamp debate held. in December. Shaw is a strong candidate
. . . for a position on the Debating Team
from his class. Lawrence Flynn was
: also a finalist in the oratorical contest last ~eason.
· ·

I.

The Metropolitan Opera
Over NBC Red ilnd Blue Network Sat·
nrday, 1:40 P. )f, Eastern Standard
1 TJmc. LuckY. Strike presents the Mctroa
polltan 11Opera Cornpany ln the complete
·
Opera L'Atrjcana".

';,

·Bone Dry
. : , : .. ~.Temperance courses will be of·
'. ' - fered .by all grade schools in Kan·
iaa ·this fall •. We figured from this
· .:· that •anllis ·might be ·a el~mentary
· dey ~.1tate. · (F?r111ve us) •

Alw.ays the Finest Tobacco .and only the Center Leaves
.CoNrillt~. UH,

'fto---·
.
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ously. Much as we would like to do,
it at times, ·we cannot, and will not,
l'ublh1hed Ever~
publish such letters.
·
Thursdi.y Durlns
· Regardless of the news content of
The Colle11e Year
these letters sent to the editor we
will not print them because of many
~uhHcrlptfon, '1.00 a
1·enr-Sln1tlo Cople1 reasons; one of them being that if
Ii CentM.
the writer of a letter takes the
llt•mberH of l'fotlonill "pains" to send us some information
(:ollewe t•reHfl ~\1110he should at least take the trouble
ch•t lon
of respecting himself by signing his
Olfh•1•: :i:! Hlolt1J;"~· Uhl.-. 1'1mne: .u:. :'220
name. When a person neglects signing his name we, like anyone else,
have only this composite opinion of
EDITORIAL STAFF
C!l,IFI·' 1,ASGt-:. ............ ,t;J)ITOH-IS-(llllt:t• the person: He is either bashful or
l'uul 1;urrett ............................ Assoclt1tl! gtlltor cowardly. There are very few bash·
.tanu•s '.\lorlnrlly ............................ Ncws F:dltor
ful collegians left around these parts.
1
i(~~l!~~~ ·(!~~~~;;·;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~~~; t;!\~\~,~
So if you have anything that you
Jo'runk Hellley .......................... l!JxchnnJ,:"c B1lltor would like to see in the editorial
l•!11J;"cnc ltynn ............................ 1£cndllnc l':illtor
JlolJcrl Mflwmnu .....................,llendllne Ntlltor column of the Xaverian-something
'l'11111 '.\lcl)o11011i:h .......................... S(lorl~ 1';1lltor that has been worrying you-write
l•'t•11turcs: C. )le Powell, H. HtPlh!t.>, Jt. a letter to the editor and, if it is
Kl'llrllL'Y•
signed, it will be printed. Ethics
Hl!Jlorli'rs: .r11111t•s Horse~-, ,lamc:l Shuw,
Hnwllns Youui;, Churh•H lllu~w. l'n11l will be our guide after receiving
I.onµ-, !.awr1•11t•1! )lfcQuucte, fleoriru Rplt:.1- signed letters to the editor .

The Xaverian News

mlfh•r, !o't>rd. Cfm11e11s.

BUSINESS Sl'AFF
Uulu•rl ,J, llt•lmlrk .. , ......... lluNllU~MH :\llllllllfCI'
.Jo,;l•J1i1 Nnlun ...................\d\'Urt.lsiu~ '.\lnunµ'cr
Charh•.-i JIU\'oruu .............. A!ist. Ad\·, '.\lnunger
.loh11 ltrocl;1111111 .............. Circ11Jutio11 :\lanaµ-l!r
Alln•rth•l11J,:":
Hkhnrd
Helchle,
Nelson
J'o~t. I.co \'oet, Dick l'oWl'll.

'!'Ill' wor~t m•\\ s11111,11r iH helter I hnn none.
'l'lll' lwst ne\\'spapPr I~ the one thnt tnkes
lt~wlf ~ .. rlousl,\".
'J'he true ntn\'Sp:tpt't' 18 u
''if11J p11rt of tlle cout1uuom:1 8tor.r or 1111111ldud. UPt them (etl11c11tors) rto rnuke :.-our
H<•\\'SJIUJu•r lht' texthook In their journnllsm
111111 1~11rrl'nt hlstorr clu1HJC8.-lluJ,:"h O'Donudl, :isslstunt hllHin<Jss munnger, New Yori~
1
fi111eai.
0

'l-oun

NEWSPAPER-

Even though this first issue of the
NEWS under our tutelage is number
13, we have no fears for the future
success of the Xaverian. For we
have working on it one of the best
staffs that have ever been organized
for the NEWS. We make this statement not haphazardly, but wisely
for we know a good thing when we
see it.
It is the intention of both the editorial and business staff to make the
Xavel'ian News one that will be of
intei·est to the student. body both in
news interest and feature stories. Of
course, most of the succes for future
editions of the NEWS will fall upon
the shoulders of members of the
staff. It will be they who will have
to do the work-at times very discouraging-to give the students of
Xa1·ier University an interesting
newspaper. All that the members
of the NEWS ask in return for their
work is an appreciation by the student body for what they have done
for them, if it is good work; if the
student body thinks otherwise concerning the value of the work turned out all that we members of the
Xaverian NEWS ask is constructive
criticism. We not only ask for criticism but are also looking for it because we realize that although a
newspaper is good, or possibly excellent-even though it might be a
university publication-there is always room, and need, for improvement.
We fully intend to give the students of Xavier an interesting uni1•ersily publication.

CHARLES M. BISCAYBreaking under the strain of overwork, Chas. M. Biscay, advertising
manager of the Western & Southern
Life Insurance Co., and Colonel in
charge of N. R. A. publicity in the
city, died December 20th, 1933, at
the Good Samaritan Hospital.
Born in December, 1875, at Brooklyn, he was graduated from St. Vincent de Paul, and later Trinity Academy. He spent a number of years
in New York and nine years ago
came to Cincinnati.
For the past
two years he has been counselor on
Public Relations at Xavier, also acting in an advisory capacity on the
staffs of the News and the Annual.
We of the Xaverian News are going to miss Mr. Biscay greatly, Not
only an advisor but a friend, ever
ready to lend a helping hand, he en·
deared himself to the staffs of the
various publications on the campus.
To our mind there is .no greater trib·
ute lo be paid to his memory, than
that he was a true Xaverian- a
Musketeer.

LETTEUS TO THE EDITORIn the past, we· have received
many "letters to the editor" concerning activities of Xavier and Xavier
students. Many of these letters were
highly interesting and beneficial not
only to the NEWS but also to the
University itself.· And many of the
letters received by the' editor were
also amusing 6esides being assinine.
It was the receiving of these latter
type letters that relieved the almost
boredom suffered by us. between editions of the NEWS.
Possibly the reader wonders why
he has never seen some of these letters which attempted to make the
late Ring Lardner, Irvin Cobb, and
Nixson Denton seem like juveniles.
Possibly they- feel as though they
are being neglected in this respect.
Or they might even suspect -that we
are making. a ... collection of them
with the idea of putting them in
book form for future . publication
when they might be· sold as one of
the season's best sellers-and possibly offered as an extra inducement
by many of the book-of-the-month
clubs to pay out some sixty cent dol·
Jars so that people might join their
exclusive literary organization.
.
We have none of the above motives in mind. The· real reason why
none of these letters were published
is that they were sent to us anony'?~:

I

The Educational Department of
the Cincinnati Art Museum will present an exhibition of sculpture by
Clement J. Barnhorn, beginning January 16.
Mr. Barnhorn is a native Cincinnatian who has received acclaim
both at home and abroad. Xavier
University conferred the honorary
LL. D., degree on Mr. Barnhorn in
1927.
Many of his sculptures decorate
buildings in this vicinity ·and it will
be interesting for all to see the original models of these works of art as
well as many other things that Mr.
Barnhorn has done.
It will be recalled, that under the
auspices of the Xavier University
Alumni Associatio11, Clement J.
Barnhorn gave a lecture at the Sinton St.-Nicholas Hotel last year.

First Athenaeum
Of SCh 00I Ye ar
To Appear
- - Soon WorId E vents I n
Milford Branch Students
To Be Represented In News This Week;
Publication In Future. Weekly Feature
The Athenaeum, literary publica •.
lion of the University, will make its
first appearance of the present scholastic year within the next week.
This issue of the periodical was
somewhat delayed because of the fi.
nancial stress of the times. Even
now its publication was assured only
through the generosity and loyalty
of a small group of friends.
A new policy has been instituted
for this and future editions of the
Athenaeum. Previously only the
Avondale campus has been represented in the publication, but henceforth the Milford branch of the University will have articles printed ..
In this issue there are two essays
written by students at Milford. One
is entitled "Saint Socrates." The
other is a study of the Dr. Coulton,
the English historian, which bears
the title "History or His Story."
The Avondale school supplies the
remainder of the literary offerings.
James Shaw and Vincent Eckstein
each have a poem published. John
Snyder offers a story of Elizabethan
times, "Priest's Hole." Cliff Lange
presents an informal essay "On Go·
ing To Bed Late." Richard Kearney
has two prose works printed, a short
short-story, "The Wrong Side," and
a tl)umb-nail biography, "Louis le
Grand."

Mermaid Tavern
Begins New Year
With Great Work
Debating Team, Xaverian
News, Athenaeum, Keep
Mermai1l Taverners Busy
With the Athenaeum, Xavier litQrary magazine, ' to appear within
the next few weeks, the Mermaid
Tavern meeting held last evening
chiefly consisted of a discussion on
the various offerings to be published.
The Tavern members, always the
leaders in this publication, has
again provided the majority of the
contributions. All but one of those
submitting offerings for the Athenaeum, are enrolled in this exclusive
organization.
Congratulations were awarded to
those members of the Tavern who
have been recently promoted to positions of importance on the Xaverian News. ,Cliff Lange, eclitor-inchief, Paul Barrett, associate editor,
Joseph Link, news editor, assume
these positions with this issue of the
News. Vincent Eckstein, now a feature writer, and James Shaw, are
also members of the Tavern who aid
in putting the news in print. John
Brink, Raymond McCc.y, and 'Edward Doering retired during the
past month from their former posi·
lions.
These three members of the Tavern announced at the .meeting that
they will make a trip next week
and debate three foes. All are vet·
eran members of the Debating
Team.
John Snyder, Host, reported that
the list of honor points for the ,Epsilon Xi Lambda fraternity has been
submitted to the Student Council.
All five senior members of the Tavern should qualify for this honor to
be awarded at graduation.
Refreshments were served to close
the meeting which was one of great
satisfaction in its numerous reports.

Here's one we lamped in the Education Sun in their question and an·
swer department:
"Dear Q. A. Dept. I am handsome and because of my personal
charm, dozens of girls fall for me.
I cannot show an interest in all, and
many of them are broken hearted.
As a consequence, my reputation
suffers. What. must I do? S. Q. W."
Our answe~: "Go to Hollywood,
my boy, you are wasting y'our time
In school."
·
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who refused to resign alone. The
questior being asked is how a convicted crook like Stavisky could obtain for himself a clean slate and a
card entitling him to act as a police
agent, and when the scandal broke,
to escape under the very eyes of the
police?
Latin-America
Latin-American republics reacted
in unanimity to President Roosevelt's new doctrine of peace for the
Americas. Thousands of 'words in
code were flashed· southward as the
President concluded his address before the Woodrow Wilson Foundation. Diplomatic representatives reacted favorably to the .interpretation: The United States has stopped
playing policeman to American
neighbors.
The Philippines
Philippine independence came to
the fore again as Congress convened
in Washington. The Hare-Haw'esCutting Act passed by Congress last
year, and since rejected by the Philippine Legislature, was doomed to
failure from the outset. The sixpoint program now offered would
give the Filipinos responsible self.
government, with restrictions, for a
period of ten years, followed by
complete independence. Ma n u e 1
Quezon hopes to put through this
bill which is much better than the
miserable affair enacted a year ago.
Germany
For the new year, Germany is in
relatively good shape, 'Very busy
making itself a strong nation internally, and rather more hopeful than
most of the nations round about.
There are fewer unemployed than in
many months, practically none are
hungi·y, the nation's export surplus
is continuing and Germany's greatest weakness of recent years, disunity, is slowly being corrected. The
pattern of change is that of state
capitalism or planned capitalism
rather than collectivism.
Russia
Details of Russia's second five
year plan were announced las\ week.
Main emphasis is on transportation,
particularly railways, rather than on
heavy industry as in the first five
year plan.

Star reporter, wrote the following
paragraph for the Saturday edition:
"Andrew Bertling, chief of the
Rome, Italy, Bureau of the Associat·
ed Press, and formerly on the staff
of the Cincinnati Times-Star, is back
in Cincinnati for a f.ew days with
his wife and two-year-old daughter
Anne. He sails again ·from New
York on January 10, for Naples."
Mr. Berding's signed articles about
happenings in the Eternal City are
a regular feature of local papers. He
is the author of the novel "Polished
Corners)'

•oo
Dr. Paul F. Cassidy is president
of the Anti-Tuberculosis League of
Hamilton County.
'32
J. Griffin Murphy is attending the
University of Cincinnati Law School
on the Tyree Scholarship.
.
'86
Dr. John E. Greiwe, Class of 1886,
and-recipient of the honorary LL. D.
degree in 1928, was guest speaker at
the quarterly meeting of the Alumni
Association last night in the Union
Building.

'27
Lawrence E. Collins has been
named Clerk of Council for the city
of Norwood. Professor William E.
Chancellor and Ray J. Griffin, '31
are members of the Council.
'22
'
Attorney Charles C. Boyle, class
secretary of Commerce '22, and Law
'26, has just been appointed "Census Supervisor" under the Civil
Works Administration, to conduct a
Survey of Business and Industry.

of Mirrors, tomorr~w night, from 9
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two walks to the· water fountain, to 1.
Pro.ceeds will go to the developbefore I was ·able to even start on
a piece of copy, Even then many ment of Xavier's downtown departsheets of paper were ripped from my ments. The venture has the full' aptypewriter· and thrown, rumpled, proval of university authorities and
onto the floor. If by chance I did President Hugo F. Sloctemyer, S. J.,
turn out the required nurriber of and Rev. Alphonse L. Fisher, S. J.,
words to fill my copy quota I was head of the evening departments,
.never satisfied with the finished wlll be in attendance.
product. That hearty feeling which
comes from turning out a satisfac·
torily piece of work was missing. It
was the desire to be able to over·
WE ADMIT IT
come this feeling of discontent that
caused-me to start working on the
invention which is now being used
by the Xaverian News exclusively."
Now the staff of the Xaverian no
longer has a dread for either the
dead line or the wrafh of the Editor·
BLAS I NG'S GRILL
in-Chief since this amazing machine
3601
· Montgomery Road
has been installed in its office. This
very copy which you are now reading is a specimen of the work turned
out by it.
But here we are forced to add a
warning. Even though the machine
Compliments
will do it 0 no class assignments are
permitted to be done by it. This rule
of
was firmly laid down by the owner
CINCINNATI
who wishes to play fair with the
professors of the various classes here
SCIENTIFIC
at Xavier. Although the inventor is
now, as the saying goes, "dickering"
COMPANY
with the Board of Governors at
Xavier to permit the students to use
this machine, providing they pay the
necessary fee which is to be raised
over one hundred percent. The expected ·enormous reventue derived
from thse machines (one is to be
placed in each class-room) is to be
used to builli a new Union House, an
enclosed swimming pool adjacent to
the Field House and a million dollar
Photo Engraving
chapel on the Parkway, just north
of the Biology Building,
Any student at Xavier, any col514 MAIN STREET
legiate newspaper, both here and
abroad, and any reader of the Xaverian News who might be interested
are invited to inspect this mechani- J t.=============~it
cal marvel which is now being used
by the Xaverian News. If a personal
inspection is not possible we will
gladly communicate and further exU You Want. Sometblnr Beall)'
plain this almost human machine.

Our Lunches Are
Better

The
Schultz Gosiger Co.

Dr. William J. Topmoeller, Cincinnati specialist and member of the
. Class of 1908, heads the Alumni Association as president for the 193334 term.
Dr. Topmoeller served as vice·
president during the past year. He
succeeds Albert D. Cash in the ex·
ecutive post.
Dr. Topmoeller received the Bach·
elor of Arts degree at Xavier and
Too True
completed his medical studies at the
A western educator recently stated
Ohio-Miami Medical College, now
the department of medicine, Univer- that college students should arrange
their schedules so as to work 10'
sity of Cincinnati.
He is a member of the Amer· hours a day and sleep· ten.
ican Medical Association, Cincinnati
Academy of Medicine, Ohio State
Medical Society and the Cincinnati
oto-Laryngological Society; He was
a captain in the Medical Corps of
the U. S. Army during the World
War and received a citation for
bravery.
He was recently named secretarytreasurer of the Physicians Business
Bureau and is an examiner for 'the
Cincinnati area, Aeronautics Branch,
Department of Commerce.
His fraternal affiliations include
the American Legion, Societe des 40
Hommes et 8 Chevaux, and the
Knights of Columbus. He resides
at 211 Hearne Avenue.
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Officers of the Alumni Association
for the new year are: President, Dr.
W. J. Topmoeller, '08; vice-president,
James W. Farrell, '04; financial sec·
retary-treasurer, Walter A. Ryan,
Jr., '27; historian, Richard D. Down·
ing, '29.
Honorary vice-presidents will be
named by a committee composed of
N. E. Browne, and Rev. E. A. Frek·
ing.
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Fourth Near Vine

Semi-Annual

Andreas E. Burkhardt,
Prasident

.

SALE

.

Twice Yearly
Clearance

MEN'S

Is Now

In

TIES

45c

SALE

A great sale . . . with a big choice of
snappy ties designed for young men.
Warps, moires, satins, prints • ,; . ·an
resilient, hand made, .jn smart shades
and patterns or stripes. Now 45c each.
O~hers Sale Prieed 69e, 3 for .2.

Progress.
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St1'eet :Floor

Save on Suits, Overc~ats
H~berdashery, Bats and Shoes

Mahley &
\

tu~rew

